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	FeaturedInnovative coffee technology, made by hand in Italy.
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	RancilioTraditional espresso machines and professional grinders.
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	Rancilio SpecialtyBe inspired. Brew Different.
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	Rancilio HomelineThe home espresso solution for every place.
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	EgroFully automatic coffee machines.
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													Rancilio Silvia

																			
								The unequivocal standard for home espresso.
	Built with commercial components
	58mm portafilter
	Industry icon since 1997
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												Cafe quality in your home											

										
																					
												Since it was first introduced nearly 20 years ago, the Rancilo Silvia has continued to set the standard for reliably delicious espresso. It's built with the same commercial-grade materials that you'd find in a machine that costs thousands more, all in a frame that's just over 9 inches wide. Whether you choose the classic stainless steel finish or the modernized matte black, the Silvia's minimalistic linear styling is an attractive addition to any kitchen or bar.
Despite the refined technology inside, the Silvia retains uncomplicated brewing controls for simplified use. 4 switches with indicator lights control power, brewing, hot water, and steaming functions, along with a knob to open the steam valve. With the Silvia, you have a powerful tool for brewing better at home.
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												Italian Quality in a Compact Frame											

										
																					
												The Silvia features commercial components and design informed by nearly a century of experience: 
	0.3 L insulated brass heat exchange boiler
	2 L internal pourover reservoir
	Stainless steel steaming wand with full range of motion 
	Commercial brass group head for excellent heat retention
	Ergonomic 58 mm portafilter
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																	Other Homeline Products
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																				Stile																		

																	
																	Quiet operation, compact footprint, and precise control. An upgraded home coffee grinder.
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																				Silvia Pro X																		

																	
																	Classic Silvia design with dual boiler power, dual PID precision, remarkable temperature stability, and advanced brewing control.
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																				Rocky Grinder																		

																	
																	The Rocky grinder is a perfect complement for the Silvia or Silvia Pro X. Durable steel flat burrs and a range of 55 grind settings give you the control you want, right at home.  
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														The latest news and events.
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															Get in touch with our team.

							
															
									Our product experts would be happy to answer any questions you have. They can also help you determine what type of setup will work best for your needs. We’ll respond within the next business day!
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												11130 Katherines Crossing #800

Woodridge, IL 60517

General Inquiries

(877) 726-2454

Service 24/7 Hotline

(877) 642-9409
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